Lisbon Pond Construction  
SSCAFCA RFP #: 2020-05  

ADDENDUM #3 (October 2, 2020)

Addendum #3 provides answers to questions submitted by the September 30 deadline and a revised Unit Bid Price Proposal (aka Bid Schedule) worksheet.

Addendum #3 Document provided: “IFB 2020-05 Unit Price Bid Proposal revision – Addendum 3”

Questions submitted in addition to those submitted and answered in Addendum #2. Responses are identified in red text:

1) What is the pay item used for the Keyed Note 101 on sheet C-108 for the channel connection to the existing Lisbon Channel Culverts at Tulip Road?

   This will be incidental to the storm drain installation. Key Note is referring to the connection of the outfall of the proposed storm drain into the Lisbon Channel

2) Can you please verify that cones (4’ and 6’ diameter) are required for the manholes and are 30” CORR lids required?

   a. Is a flat top allowed for the 6’ diameter manhole?

   Manhole construction must follow standard drawings and specifications outlined in the plans and bid documents. CORR Lids are not required. Flat top maybe used provided construction falls within the guidelines of APWA specifications.

3) Regarding the 24” culverts on sheet C-104, Keyed Note 3, what type of end section is required per sheet C-509 (Concrete Blankets, Aprons, Headwalls, etc)?

   Pipe with End Section see sheet C-507 section F-F

4) The bid item for the MH, 4’ Dia, Xtra D, 14’-18’D is a 6’ Diameter on sheet C-107. Can you please clarify the diameter size and correct the bid item description if necessary?

   All the manholes in the project are 6’ diameter. See revised Unit Price Bid Proposal sheets.

5) Does SSCAFCA want the grubbings to be used onsite or removed from the project limits?

   Contractor will retain the grubbings and spread on staging area after completion of the project.

6) Can you please confirm the project has only 1 Sediment Stage Marker Post?

   Yes, there is only one sediment stage marker post.

7) Can you please confirm water flooding of the embankment foundation per page 7 of the geotechnical report is required for the 3 foot over-excavation area per sheet C-101?

   a. Is this considered part of the Subgrade Prep for under the Pond Embankment item?
All geotechnical requirements specified in the geotechnical report must be met. Subgrade prep is included.

8) Are the existing culverts on Tulip road to be cleaned under this contract, and if so, what pay item is associated with this?

No

9) Refer to sheet C-109. There is an item to remove and dispose the existing culvert and an allowance relocate the existing fire hydrant. Which item will SCAFCA use to pay for the removal and disposal of the two ACB Mats? These mats appear to be a few truck loads worth of debris.

The cost of ACBs and any onsite trash and debris removal and disposal is included in Site Clear & Grub line item. See spec APWA 201

10) There are several large pieces of concrete debris throughout the site. Does SCAFCA expect these to be utilized on the project or removed and disposed? If disposed, what pay item will be used for this work?

Removal of unsuitable material will be part of the Site Clear & Grub line item. Refer to spec 201.4.1 for details.

11) Addendum 2 bid form line 11 is for a testing allowance. Is there a dollar amount determined for this allowance that all bidders use, or is this an actual lump sum bid item?

See revised Unit Price Bid Proposal sheets

12) Can you please verify the quantity for item 25? If this is associated with item 24, the quantity should be less than 10% of the current amount.

See revised Unit Price Bid Proposal sheets

END OF ADDENDUM